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I. INTRODUCTION

in two recent papers (Greifinger and Greifinger [19781

and Greifinger and Greifinger [1979], hereinafter referred to

as Paper I and Paper II), the authors derived simple analytic

approximate expressions for TEM eigenvalues for ELF propaga-

tion in the earth-ionosphere waveguide, assuming that the

ionospheric conductivity profile could be approximated in a

certain convenient way. These expressions make possible a

rapid calculation of ELF phase velocities and attenuation

rates without the necessity of lengthy full-wave numerical

,7alculations. Comparisons were made, for a number of

icnospheric-conductivity profiles, between approximate and

fill-wave eigenvalues, and the results were found to be in

e2xcellent agreement in all cases. More recently, Bannister

[1979] has used our approximate theory and the Wait [1964,

1970] VLF exponential ionospheric-conductivity profile to

determine propagation constants for ELF daytime propaqation

in the earth-ionosphere waveguide. He showed that the result-

ing values of ELF attenuation rate and phase velocity are in

ex:cclcnt aqreement with measured data from various sources in

tile, frequency range from 5 to 200u Hz.

The work of Bannister clearly demonstrates the validity'

and calculational utility of the approximate theory. It also

acds crecence to the belief that t'-e theory should be equally

applicable to PCA-disturbed ionospheres, for which comparable

uat a uo not Yet exist, and to n.;cloar-disturbed ionosphures.

As such, it is potentially very useful for making rapid and

inexpensive sensitivity studies of ionospheric propagation

under disturbed conditions. It therefore seems useful t&

extend the approximate theory to a more, ueneral cl-iss of

ionospheric-conductivity profiles toan those cons ider(d in

Papers I and 1I. The conducti.vity pro i], -s to wh iclf tnt,

i tECEAi G PAk. BLANK -NOT Fl w4D



results in Papers I and II apply will appear as limiting cases

of the more general profile. In addition, approximate

analytic expressions will be derived, within the framework 
of

the theory, for the excitation factor, which is an important

additional measurable quantity in ELF propagation experiments.
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II. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK

In Paper I, the authors developed the theory for an

ionosphere that was sufficiently disturbed that there was no

significant penetration of the electromagnetic field to

altitudes where anisotropy due to the Earth's magnetic field

had to be taken into account. It was shown that the propaga-

tion constant, under these conditions, was determined by four

parameters - two frequency-dependent altitudes and the local

conductivity scale height at each of those altitudes. The

lower altitude, denoted by h , is the altitude at which the

conduction current becomes equal to the displacement current.

The higher altitude, denoted by hl, is where the reciprocal

of the local wave number becomes equal to the local scale

heiqht of the refractive index. If the conductivity rcfilc'

in the neighborhood of h and h can be adeciuatel,: arux1.vi..

by a local exponential, the expression for the Ti" ,i 1':

is

S 2 -(J)
0 i

where 0 and 1 are the local scale heights at h 0 and hi,

respective'ly. From the definition of So , the relativ,,,

velocity is

1/2

c ( K) -



and the horizontal attenuation rate in decibels per megameter

is

, = 8.68 x 10 Im(So) 0.143 f 0 3)
c 0

where f is the frequency in Hertz.

In Paper II, the theory was extended to include the effects

of anisotropy. For the sake of mathematical simplicity, it

was assumed that the Earth's field was vertical, but the

results actually apply over a rather large geographic range.

When anisotropy is included, the parameters which determine

the propagation constant differ for daytime and nighttime

ionospheric conditions. For both sets of conditions, two

parameters which enter are the frequency-dependent altitude

h at which tiie conduction current parallel to the maqnetic
0

fielu becomes equal to the displacement current, and the local
scale height of the parallel conductivity ' . Under davtimc

0

conditions, two additional pairs of frequency-dependent

altitudes and associated scale heights appear as paramcters.

One altitude is that at which the reciprocal of the local war,

number for vertically propagating 0 waves becomes equal to

the local scale height of the refractive index for such waves.

The associated scale height is the scale height of this refrac-

tive index. The other pair of parameters are the correspondinq

quantities for vertically propagating X (whistler) waves. If

these altitudes are attained in a region of the ionosphere

wave i - j,,p1, where c,, is the Hall conduct ivi tv" and p the,

Pedernen conductivity, the two pairs of parameters become,. ie-

tical. This is, in fact, the case over a substanti il aLt ituui,

range. Under these conditions, t h' app})roxJmate" uxprcs ;i{n 1(,)5

the TEM cigenvalue is



2 h (hl + i7Tr 1 )

s0  ) (h1 +

where the altitude h and scale height 1 are referred to the

Hall conductivity. This expression is slightly different from

Eq. (1), its counterpart for the isotropic ionosphere. How-

ever, since 0/h 0 << 1 and I/h 1 << 1, the value of S0 is the

same to lowest order in these quantities.

For typical nighttime conditions, a sharp reflecting

E-region bottom may be encountered before the reciprocal of

the local wave number becomes equal to the local scale height.

Under such circumstances, the altitude of the E-region bottom

replaces h1 as a parameter, and the local wavelength on the

E-region side of the bottom replaces the scale height as a

parameter. Under these conditions, the approximate TEM

eigenvalue is given by

: i E + 14-i )2
.2 h0 h17~ 2 l+t1

wnere hE is the height of the E-region bottom and

1

knh (6)

where k0 = -/c and n L is the index of refraction for X wav s

just inside the B-region.

The ap proximate daytime expressions werc driv(ed under- fhe

assumption that the conductivity, profile in the nei ;hbe, h :eu

f 1 I could be pproximated by a local ex:pon rLtia] , iL



altituCIC r-1noe Of aI scae hei jht Or SO. -11t apo;-roxI: 1nat(

nighnu ime exv r, ssi on was der iv(-d unde-r thie aIssumvA1 iOnf aI

sharp tr ansit-L,,n in thIe c ionospI her ic- conduct iity I-(-) i I C ;,-

Wnich the local waVelenCqtn is lar(J;e C0ImparC6 with thein 1(-C1

scalc heiqht and abovu whiich it is sni1comparc"d ,iLtiit

local scale height. There is an importaint class of ionos ,irc

cond uctivity profiles which bridge the gjap but-ween Liach os sw

ciaytiiiie conditions and nighttir~e conditiorns. 71cs ai(: onl

t ions where the altitude h Iis ttained in -I re ji o L

but not discontinuous, increase of con.Uuctivotv.-i

Under such circumstances , the conaductivi t-- ror 1 1 i:I~

borhood of the altitude h ca~nnUL 0eacru~ rscrco

a local exponential. in the followIines n.jn.(: o;iu'

thecory of Papers I and 11 will b(2~ekU ee.~ i> ~ .

Situation.



I TI CL XL! A\LIZD CO> DL'I:1VIY PROFI1LE

In this3 se-ction, we cons idu.,r a m!oru (-:enuralIiropu C

condluctivity profile ifl tile ncijiibor hood of ih t;1Cif tC"osw

treated in Paye)rs I and Il. As in thle ;oreCvIous
dlofined as the altitude at whichi

4. j l-2 17)

0- 1 1

is the local scale heiqhL at this altitude. A MOreC oen211ai

conductivity profile in the vicinity of II -an 1be ite 10

(+ S) C h)

wneru s is an additional parii a ter. ne scclelc hiollt a-

ruolt uC to the other )araiietters t nruun

LK

L '- r I I i " (11



II

(h - hE)/ 2

where E-. (i) defines the altitude hE. The profile given by

Lg. (9) then takes the form

(z-h)/1 2
( (l+s) e

1 (z-hE) (12)
+e E 2

This profile is approximately exponential up to altitudes a

scale height or so below h and becomes essentially constant
E

a scale height or so above hE . This is the kind of transition

which typically occurs between the D-region and the E-reaion,

and h-, may thus be thought of as the lower boundary of theB

E-region. If hE >> h, the profile in the neighborhood of h1
E I

is a simple exponential with scale height which was

the daytime profile treated in Papers I and II. If h-., 1

the E-region is encountered before the altitude h I is attained.

If, in addition, the scale height 2 is sufficien, tly small, the

transition between the D- and B-regions is very sharp, which

was the nighttime profile treated in Paper II. The generalized

conductivity profile given by Eq. (9) thus contains the .re-

vious profiles as limiting cases.

1 o



IV. DETERMINATION OF APPROXIMATi:. TLEX LIG,:VALUL

As in Paper II, we assume that the Earth's magnetic field

is vertical. In the QL approximation, propagation in the

vicinity of h1 is governed by two uncoupled wave equations.
In terms of quantities ' defined in Paper II, these can be

written as

2
+ n 2ko 2.  , 0

2 034 z

k 0  c (13)

where

2 1
n 2 (i ). (14)P H

The upper sign corresponds to vertical 0 wave propagation and

the lower sign to vertical X wave (whistler) propagation.

Under normal daytime conditions at the upper end of th, ELF

band and for sufficiently disturbed daytime or nighttime

conditions at all ELF frequencies, the altitude h1 is attained

in a region where the ionosphere is nearly isotropic, so theft

if ; 0 , ' 0 and

2 2 i'10
n - n =- (5H

Under normal daytime conditions at low frequencies an:, nori-7.1

nighttime conditions at all ELF frequencies, hI occu-s whtrl-k
, ! " , so that



n2 22+ 2 (16)
+ -n_--- 0

0.

It will be assumed that, whichever case applies, the relevant

conductivity profile (.0 or ,t ) is given by Eq. (9) . Both

cases may be treated within the same framework by writing

2 1i (1 + s) e(z-h 1 )/r2
n =e (17)0 " i + s o ( z - h 1 2

where

+ - 2

for the isotropic case and

+

0- = 0 (19)

for the anisotropic case.

The wave equation may be solved by introducing the variable

(z-h )/21 2
y = -Se

which, with Eqs. (7) and (10), t.ransforms Eq. (13) to

.22
-- + I+ + s) y.y7 ' y 4s(l + s) y(y - 1) '

K:



This can be recognized as the generalized hypergeometric

differential equation. The solutions which obey the radia-

tion condition at large altitude (y -) are (Magnus,

Oberhettinger, and Soni [1966])

( -i F 1 ,(v. " i+ 2-

where F is the generalized hypergeometric function, and

i 01. - 7T) /2

2 [s (I + s)

Those solutions are valid down to an altitude a few scale

heights below h1 or h., whichever is smaller. At these

altitudes (y - 0), the solutions take the form (Maenus,

Oberhettinger, and Soni [19661)

S, - C, [z-G(-)I

where C. are constants, and

G(11 2 2 (1 + ) - 2: (1) - +

w ir ' i.; t he ljjarithmic derivativ(, of the. -imml I LI, I cu t i

;'he ilnva ue is d1te!! rmined b tchi lI 1he. (': ) t

70, Uit i w, V 7wich Obey" thMe Iot)i bo linAL1, C( ridli t iA : it t

IA 0 , 1 d l ,l](2 v,'1id up to altitudes a lcw ea (' ,t i.i tt. .:1 ',,

. ' ( .3() utiOn.; %- ret shown in P eer 11 t-() 10"-v t o,

- _ .(A



S =A (1 C) z -S2 ) (2)

0 
+i

where A and C are constants. For z >> h0, the integrand in

Eq. (25) becomes very small, and little error is made by

extending the range of integration to infinity. Matching

Eqs. (23) and (25) in the region where both are valid then

leads to the condition

2 2G( + ) G(C_) ]_(2k)

0 G +) + G( dz

o ( + ' * 0 ,)

which is the generalized expression for the TEN oiqenvaluc.

I.



V. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS PES'MITS

The approximate e:xprussions derived in rPap rs I in 1I c.Ar

be recovered as limiting cases of Eq. (2c). In thosc papers,

it was assumed that the conductivity profile in thc neih-

borhood of h0 coulu be represented by a local exponential,
i.e.,

(z-h 0 )/ 0
0 : ) ( 27)}
o o

With this approximation, the integral in Eq. (2) can be

evaluated analytically, giving

1 ' h'l0  2 0
dz - 0  L 2

The eigenvalue can thus be written as

2 = (' + -
S ~(2 )

where

I < ) ;( )
* -) (i ) +G. )

+

T",u I i mi tin, forms of f ( , ) wi I n()w h, i, t' 1: 1:, ,i.

.1. P 'tim< onos.ihcric - ondcii ions-- In t ii p) f,% I ,u .W ,

St was assum, hat, r d 'ti'. (1, c 1(i it ',,s , t ,

I-)



was below the bottom of the E-region and thdt thc conductivit-'

profiie in the neighborhood of h could be approximated I" ,n

exponential. As discussed in Section III, this is the li,-it

h E . h , s.. 1 of the more general conductivity profile,. 1l1

this limit,

i(, -")/2

2s

Since I , Wt Iny USe t he uS':'. t .i ic expansion of tht.

function te obtain

(1+.) ,_ - 2 log2 - (2

Co"Ifbintld with 1. (2. ), this qiv es

C1 222

wiht re i' 1. .;U r' Fo rostant I.or thikt isot l-()' c da Vt i:>e

inospr, ut Iar I , - 2'so thaIt

f( +, ) h) + I ( + - ) 1 .~ 2 > 4 -( , - 1h,, 2)j.

1 1i t h I I :'. Lt t -. 1, T' s " T r, t 1i a( )iii . I I i -

o1(11 tur-i , Wi1iC1 wa; nt t](ctt(i in P<Ipk--r- I , tne vi '\. ,

U)bt .i I 1110 ' 1( I [7 5is. ( ) '1a1d ( 4) , tI :i ' t.h > ( I

IlL tit' an i.Ut o[ C 11'1't i 1o i (91l t'5 < 1,9 1(9 1 1 I ,

,ilint 0. ThU ,S



hI( hI1 + ill 2 )
+ I Bh (h ,

n1 + 2- "2

where the small correction term has been neglected. Since

.2 it this gives the same eigenvalue as Eq. (4).

b. Nighttime ionospheric conditions--It was assumed in

Paper II that, for nighttime conditions, a sharp E-region

bottom was encountered before the altitude h was attained,

and that the conductivity increased slowly above the E-region

bottom. As discussed in Section III, this is the limit

hE L hI , s >-1 of the more general profile. To examine this

limit, it is convenient to write

i (o -,)/12 112A

.....C '2 (3 C.)

which follows from Eqs. (7) , (9), and (10) with

z( + S) (37)

[Il the limit s 1, 1 and (I + ") -(1) . Furth)rmor,

log s = (hI - hF)/ (2 3)

It tiin follows from i ts. (,) and ( 0) that

1+ 4-(1* )

11



where

1 1 i
C =1/2h knEhE (40)

k (°W) h oE

To lowest order in E, the eigenvalue obtained from Eqs. (29)

and (39) agrees with Eq. (5).

We have thus demonstrated that the results of Papers I

and II can be recovered from the more general ionospheric

conductivity profile.

18



VI. APPROXIMNLATE EXPRESSIONS FO, EXCITATION FACTO,

The ELF signal strength at a receiver depends not only on

the propagation loss between transmitter and receiver, but

also on the excitation factor. Predictive calculations of

the effects of ionospheric disturbances on ELF signal

strengths must therefore take this factor into account. In

Papers I and II, approximate expressions were developed only

for the phase speed and attenuation rate. In this section,

the theory will be augmented with approximate analytic expres-

sions for the excitation factor as well.

For the calculation of the excitation factor, it is

convenient to reformulate the theory somewhat. Following a

customary procedure in ELF calculations, we first make a

Fourier decomposition in the transverse plane by writing

k- ik S 1.

i (i.;.,z0 o i3(S z) o d(. a

Z2- (,z) e dS

where the hat is used to denote the Fourier transforii:. ,tj

next introduce a rectangular set of i-dcpendcnt unit v ,ctI:;

2 3 1



and resolve all Fourier transforms into their S-dependent

components. When this is carried out, Maxwell's equations

separate, in the isotropic lower ionosphere, into two st:Ls ol

uncoupled equations, one governinq thie propagation of TE fieIlds

and the other of TM fields. The equations for the TM fielus,

which include the TLM mode, are

icS l - -2 1 (4 a)

ic - n nl (E;jo)

wnere : k z and0

Ci)

2 0
n 1+ (44)

o

If we introduce as a variable the wave impedance

Z -, (4 :,)
icL32

tne 'F1 Liuld equations can be combined into the sinqlc eq(uation

4Z S2 2 2 
1 - o + n Z (,It)n

wu'ieh is <a noni i nuat, firs t-orLder dif ferntial eauit l.n w t {i

} C CI , t i t ''



We consioer a small horizontal electric dipole of strenl;tn

IL, oriented along the x-direction (;=0) , and located at a

height zs in a thin uniform "source layer" above the grounu.

Tne solution in tne source layer can be written as

ILcS C iCz> -iCz H -iCz iczf
l() + r e + Re C, -re

-;7)

where z is the greater of z and z and z is the smaller of
S

these two quantities, and

C S 2 4/C = Il-S 2  -()

The quantities R and r are reflection coefficients to bhu

determined from the boundary conditions at the upper and l'w~r

boundaries of the source layer, respectively. Thws. ,:uu:, t t

can be expressed in terms of the wave impedances at tLes

bounuarius by the relations

ic- zL(0)

L
r c+ zL-C(

Z (0) + iC
z U (0) - IC

where w( have. placed the source lay,r at thi t r ' (0 ) 'a

,a(lwed it to be comu intfinit sinma] v thin.

'i'ho l hur i v, conditioana rotqul rce tlt, 0 )flt In 2 ,
Lan'nittl (jo ct 110 afla 'vifnutie f] iaa! ,At ,iii 1ll. a, It''



This allows us to ,valuate Z (0) from the solutions in thn
Lgroun . In duliving the approximate eigenvalues, it was

assuwieu that the grounu was perfectly conducting. TIh-o finit L

conductivity of the grounu introduces only a small corrt-ctio.

to these expressions. However, the assumption of infinitu.

ground conductivity cannot be made in deriving the excitation

factor for a horizontal electric dipole at the ground, since

thieic woulu be no excitation of the waveguide at all unuer

those conditions. The solutions in the ground oLoving tnc

radiation condition have the form

2  (a)

G n nG - n nG .' u

it then follows from LcIs. (4 Sb) and (4--) that

z 1 (0) = ( )
L n G

'ihe impedance ZU (0) is dete rmined from the solutions

above the source. The wave eauation for thL iinndarcc, can !-,

written as the integral equation

Z Z (0) + I - ± n+ 'c.

0 n



It is not difficult to show that, for h , the contribut
to the intc iral from tihL! last term in tne s Iuare brackets is

small. us,

Z z(0) + z - S2 KV
u*

2wflure n is given by ELq. (44) Furthermore, if. h little
error is iaadu in extendinyj the range of intugration to in in-

tv. The wave impedance above the source tius takus tki< for:

z z (0) + + kOi' 0

S L '0' 0

(h0 h 1 )

whe re h is defined by the equation

0. 0 d z "

0 + = ]

Vor an exp-onential conductivity prof ile, i0 s given hy thu

riqht-hand side of Edj. (2c;) .

From tilu, solutions liven in Papers I and 1 I four the r, .li(,"

near h, the impedance somiwhet below h takes t s oe-'- i

21
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wh e

* andf(: : - )is .iven y >. ( o) F.or the i-art iculr ,irufi

Ktreated in previous work, f (, + , _) reduces to LaIs. (4
or ( ),as thie casc max', bt-u

K By r ,uirin1i thec leadincj terms of D-js- . (4) a nd K)t

Iaqrcc in the ruQ ion hi il whe re both are validi, w(-

obtain

Z(0) k k 0 (S 2 h 11 0 i.

it should; bc ncuteu thlat at thiis point, we mray- rdcardj S- asa:

undetermined( paramter, rather than the TEM cigenva-lue.

Wit~ zh (0) and Z (0) now determineci, we can expross the-

re(flection iicoeff7icients r and R in terms of the armteSb:

means of E(-is. ( '9a) and (.19b) This, inlallows us to-

eXlress E and B In terms of thisz parame'ter. The exzl-esslC.n
2

for B 2 at the2 grounu becmei(s

IILS
B (0) i - - - - - - -

2 - 11G k 0( 0j h I)

whjert eWe ha~ve2 ney lectedC termls 01 * a eOldtl V I,-

are small at ELF.

It now remains to carry out the ildli ctd nertvITIn

Ly. ( 4 ]a) C arrying out tnae illtcjration ovt-l w.li l! -s

we obtain



.IL J( koS')( , ,o _ o , ( ) co s 2 dS (. 00 1 0

In the remaining integration, the intecjral can be extended to

- by replacing the Bessel function by an appropriate lHankel

function. The integral can then be evaluated by contour

integration in the complex S-plane. At large distances from,

the source, the prii.mry contribution is from te 'o, e, of the

2 >1
ho0

\;Iich will be recognized as the approximate TEM eigcnvalue,

obtained previously. This may be considered as an alternative

derivation of that expression. From the residue at this 1ole,

we obtain

lo,<s . ikoS ,
1 - - - e C'

B-
2n K,,

whk,r, is tht, wavel na th il rt I spaS. ) ,11'i W '. • '

large, ,irgum(nt Nex)pansion o, tie llanke t unct i i i

!ut (i-(n ton magnetic excitat ion taIctur. , to
L- (uaI tioll

2n q

iU



mI

which differs somewhat from other de finitions; (c.q. , Ii,,nn isL( r

[1975]) in separatin_ the effect o tiLt ionosphe-re tro:ii that

of the ground. With this definition, th( excitatLion factor

becomes

analogous excitation factor for the vertical electric 1ail: is

0i_/ 1/4

l t was pointed out in Paper I I t iiit ti.h, i- i

o, energy flow is essentially constant up to an altituu ,

above which it falls off very rapidly with altitude. It is

tnereforc not surprising that tihe effective waveguide height

for excitation is rougnly ho , rather tnan tle higher ret lcct-

0"

ing- iiuih



VII. CONCLUS IONS

The approximate theory develozned in Papers I and I I for

the determination of ELF propagation constants in the earth-

ionosphere waveguide has been extended to a rather more gen-

eral ionospheric-conauctivity profile than those considered

previously. The results of Papers i ano I ar< :eCoV r as

limiting cases of the more gerncrai profile. Siml analytic

expressions have also been derived for the excitation factor,

which is another important parameter in ELFL prop,agation.

Altnouga: approximate excitation factors have not n co; dl

with full-wave calculations, it is reasonable to assume, on t!l'.

basts of the jenerally excellent agreement between approximate

and fuLI-wave propaqation constants, that the,, rupre sent vter'y

,;oou a)proximations. The simple analytic expressions derived

i;, thLs wo,-; allow tne rapid computation of p nase spetos,

attenuation rates, and excitation factors for a wide ranc of

ionospheric conditions without the necessity of lengthy full-

wave numerical calculations. The theory can therefore be

*:uite useful in the study' of the effects of a variety of

ionospheric disturbances, both natural and artificial, on

L[,' communication systems.
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